
Attachments for Straight Boom Lifts

Attachments for forklifts are intended to increase the number of applications that a forklift can do. Generally, forklifts are made in 
order to move loads from a place to another. With the use of accessories, the forklift could do numerous various tasks.

Forklifts include forks that are powered by hydraulics in order to allow the forks to pick up objects. There actually are numerous 
different kinds of attachments that could be utilized for forklifts like for instance snow plows, salt spreaders, sweeping machines, 
waste handling and drum handling equipment. These attachments are designed in order to fit inside the blades or the projecting 
platform of the lift truck and several of the attachments are also connected to the hydraulic system of the lift truck.

The construction industry utilizes many attachments like the mechanical scissor grab so as to carry yokes and metal beams. Mounted 
lifting equipment on pallets and forklifts is used to transport loads like metal sheets. Some other typical accessories include fork 
extensions in order to provide stability, access platforms in order to hoist employees to varying heights, battery changers in order to lift 
heavy batteries and drum handling equipment in order to lift really heavy drums. Magnet attachments are another kind which is 
utilized in order to keep warehouses, car parks and container depots absolutely free of metal debris such as bolts, nails and nuts.

Each and every one of these accessories makes the lift truck a more flexible piece of equipment. The accessories also save substantial 
expenses for a warehouse or company that utilizes them. There are also safety attachments like for instance fork fenders which can be 
used in order to caution individuals of moving jacks. 

Several forklift developers would allow businesses to custom manufacture their accessories in order to better meet their needs. These 
other equipment models would help improve the cost effectiveness of forklifts and enable them to be able to go into new work areas. 
Several of these attachments create handling problems in view of the fact that they are really heavy and do not have carrying handles. 
This makes connecting and extracting these items a hard job which takes a lot of time and effort. A well built accessory can absolutely 
add value to a forklifts performance. 


